
Minutes of Special Meeting Jan 11
th

 2020 

 

1. Based from the enthusiasm from Bill Deitchman's presentation, we started with a vote on 

the proposal of the HO layout being above the N scale layout - Pros : allows more space 

for HO and N and preserves the Seminar room. Cons : engineering benchwork tricky and 

there is the spacing question between the two layouts, also the N scale layout cannot be 

viewed well. There was discussion based on the above but the vote was 12-2 against the 

HO above the N layout.  It is interesting to note that when 4 days previously we held an 

informal vote the vote was for 11-6 in favor of doing the HO above the N.   

2. There was also a motion to have a bilevel HO layout. This was voted down narrowly by 9 

votes to 8. 

3. There was a reminder of the layouts presented to date from beck,fode, eilers, 

ellis,waddell, deitchman. Very Briefly. Each author got 5 mins to refresh their points.  

4. In view of the vote below, a motion was presented to have an Island HO layout. This was 

rejected on the basis of 18 votes to 1. 

5. Vote on HO layout type - two themes had been presented : Perpendicular or Vertical 

peninsulars vs Parallel or Horizontal peninsulars. Motion was presented to have vertical 

peninsulars. The following arguments were made : vertical allowed for 210ft main line 

with a 24ft short line runs whereas Horizontal allowed for 240ft main line and 65ft short 

line runs. Vertical allowed for different scenic settings – more impressive on entrance. 

Vertical has limited straight lines and the LDEs are limited. Vertical option could allow 

track plan option to bypass certain peninsular for main lines. Horizontal has ability to get 

a longer scenic view with more gradual scene changes. Some felt that vertical had a 

problem with scene consistency. Vertical alos had a issue with fitting a yard in. The final 

vote on this was in favor of Vertical by a vote of 14 to 6. 

6. The agenda item of  a Review of layout designs based on peninsulars was not brought 

forward since some people wanted to revise or provide extra vertical peninsular options. 

Bill Deitchman will submit a plan. 

7. The agenda item of a vote on favorite designs was not proceeded with based on the 

likelihood of further designs. 

8. close meeting to allow people to noodle this for a week. 

  

On Sat Jan 18th at 10am we review further plans, then vote on common theme peninsulars and 

have a discussion on other peninsulars. have the final meeting to vote on the favorite. Format of 

that meeting will be:- 

  

1. Review the vertical plans. 

2. Assess common themes and vote on those. 

3. If possible vote on one layout design. 

4. 4. Assign final layout designer and Anyrail/Scarm programmer. It will be proposed that 

the two will work together. 

5. Assign two people to assess build cost (HO only). 

6. Set date for final review 

  


